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Title word cross-reference

Analysis [KFH15, JP13]. Anarchy [BGR14, CDKS14, CDD+14, Rou15].

Bounded-Distance [BGP15].

Call [WS15]. Case [BGR14].
Characteristic [MSR+14]. Checking [HH13]. Classifiers [DFJ+15].
Communities [ZPvdS14]. Competition [PST14]. Competitive [KP13, Sar13].
Complexity [AM14, BB15, GPS13, SSCD14].
Computation [CFGSS15, MSR+14, CM13].
Congestion [BGR14, CFGSS15, HS13, KR15].
Connected [AD15]. Connection [ACV13].
Consensus [HH13, MT13]. Contagious [BEK+13]. Convergence [CDE+14].
Convex [ACV13]. Cookie [GMMV15].
Correlated [BB15, MS15]. Covering [BKPS14, MS15]. Creation [AEED+14, BGP15]. Cross [HH13].
cryptographic [GLR13].


Deterministic [FT14]. Digital [AMS14].

Discriminant [DFJ+15]. Discriminant-Based [DFJ+15]. Display [CMV15, GMS15]. Distance [BGP15].


EC’12 [LBI15]. EC2 [BYBYST13].

Economics [CM13, GMMV15]. Effectiveness [GMS15]. Efficiency [AD15].


Externalities [HIMM13]. Extraction [HH13].

Facility [FT14]. Fair [AD15]. Fairness [PPS15]. Fit [SSCD14]. Flooded [FZ15].

Formation [BEK+13]. Free [KNP13].

Function [MSR+14].


Goods [AMS14, BHSZ15].

Homotopy [GPS13]. Howson [GPS13].

Impact [CDKS14]. Imperfect [XV15].

Implementation [MSR+14]. Improving [GMS15]. Incentives [IM15]. Incomplete [Rou15]. Indivisibilities [PPS15].


Liquidity-Sensitive [OPRS13]. Location [FT14].


Matching [GMMV15]. Maximization [BHSZ15, EFG+14]. Maximizers [NS15].

Measures [SSCD14]. Mechanism [FZ15, HH13, KNP13, MS15, PT13].

Mechanisms [DSE15, FT14, RS14, WS15, NPJ13].


Nash [AEED+14, CFGS15]. Near [BKPS14, COP13, MS15]. Near-Optimal [MS15].


Nonexcludable [BHSZ15].

Observations [KNP13]. Online [ACV13, GMMV15, KP13, ZPvdS14].

Opinion [YOA+13]. Opponent [GS15].
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Optimal [HIMM13, MS15, NPJ13, XV15].
Optimality [BKPS14]. Optimization [ACV13]. Optimize [CV15].

Parameter [NPJ13]. Payment [DFJ+15].
Payments [NPJ13]. Pieces [AD15].
Platforms [XV15]. Players [MS15].
Position [CDE+14]. Positive [HIMM13].
Post [RS14]. Potential [COP13], Power [FT14, FZ15]. Practical [OPRS13].

Presence [BEK+13]. Price [BBM13, BGR14, CDKS14, CDD+14, Rou15].
Query [AM14, BB15].

Routing [CDD+14]. Rules [AM14, DFJ+15].
Safe [GS15]. Sampling [AMS14, KP13].
Schemes [EFG+14]. Scoring [AM14].
Scrip [KFH15]. Secondary [HK15].
Selection [GPS13]. Selfish [CDD+14, NS15]. Selling [KNP13].
Sensitive [OPRS13]. Sequential [GLR13].
Service [XV15]. Shaping [CV15].

Spot [BYBYST13]. strategy [NPJ13]. Structure [CFG15]. Stubborn [YOA+13].
Submodular [HK15]. Subsidized [DSE15]. Supply [BDKS15]. Symmetric [HK15].
Systems [DFI14, KFH15].

Tractable [MT13]. Traffic [CV15].
Transactions [CM13]. Truthfulness [FZ15]. Two [CDD+14, IM15]. Two-Sided [IM15].
Uncertainty [BBM13]. Universal [BGR14].

Valuations [NS15]. Value [MSR+14].
VCG [RS14]. Verification [FZ15]. via [ACV13, HH13].
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